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GSIESERTAL LAUF SHOW
TOP-ATHLETES AT THE START WITH 
KOWALCZYK AND USTIUGOV

Gsiesertal Lauf on 16th and 17th February in South Tyrol
New start and new format, but the distances remain unchanged
Top-athletes with Kowalczyk, Ustiugov and Dementiev


Next weekend will be dedicated to cross-country skiing thanks to the Gsiesertal Lauf - stage of Euroloppet that will probably be one of the most spectacular ever with the new start in San Martino. The race has a lot of candidates for the victory: Evgenj Dementiev will compete in both techniques; he will take part in the skating race with his colleague of Team Futura Aleksej Červotkin - silver world medallist -, the Finnish champion Lari Lehtonen, the Italian Matteo Tanel - already winner in Gsiesertal -, the other Finnish Matti Heikkinen and the biathlete Klemen Bauer. Among the women, the Futura Team has Anna Nechaeveskaya, while the Finnish team will figure well with the Olympic bronze medallist Riitta-Liisa Roponen. But they will have to deal with other experts: Barbara Jezersek, Renate Forstner and the young Alba Mortagna, roller-skier, and Susanna Saapunki. Also the race in classic technique will see many stars at the start: Sergej Ustiugov will be the favourite, but there will be also Evgenj Dementiev, Mauro Brigadoi and Francesco Ferrari - the best Italian ski-marathon skiers - Perttu Hyvarinen and Oskar Kardin - third in Marcialonga - and Robert Eriksson, third in Gsiesertal in 2017. Franziska Mueller, Federica Simeoni and Chiara Caminada will have to deal with the "queen" Justyna Kowalczyk, who won two Olympic gold medals and two World Championships and is four-time winner of the Crystal Cup and Tour de Ski.  Kowalczyk will now have to deal with the Gsiesertal Lauf which has always taken place since 1984. Tomorrow's race in classic thechnique starts at 10.10 am with the elite men and the first group of men. But there is something completely new: a whole group is dedicated to women who will start at 10.12 am. Then the start of the third group and the Just for Fun category will take place at 10:14. On Sunday the 17th, the race will take place in free technique: at 9 am the elite men and the first men's group, from 9.02 am the elite women and the first women's group and then everyone else up to the Just for Fun category. On the way back the athletes will find three new 100-metre climbs, the first with 10% slope, the second with 12% slope and the third with 7% slope. The new start will make the trail more attractive, making the 30 km race more dynamic.

For further information: www.valcasies.com  



